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 Sharing best practices 

Over the past 40 years, BOWEN has focused on providing high-quality contingent workers for Alberta organiza-
tions. By providing a range of services—temporary staffing, student programs, project staffing, specialized skills 
recruiting, recruitment process outsourcing and contingent workforce payroll and employer of record services—
we’ve grown alongside our Canadian clients to become a trusted partner and expert in Canadian contingent 
workforce management.    

In this paper, we have compiled information about each stage of the process of implementing a Managed Service 
Provider (MSP) in Canada, from considering, designing, implementing and managing an MSP to managing sourcing 
suppliers, with the intent of assisting your planning regarding your contingent workforce.

 VMS and MSP 

Vendor management systems (VMS) provide the software and technology infrastructure you need to manage your 
contingent workforce data. Managed Service providers (MSP) are often subsidiaries of VMS companies, operating 
at arm’s length to help clients with VMS installation, use of VMS data and managing the external sourcing providers 
on behalf of the client company.

In most situations, companies using a VMS bring in an MSP to provide contingent workforce data analysis (using 
the VMS system) as well as manage all external sourcing providers on their behalf. While this is the most common 
approach, and the scenario discussed in this paper, many organizations have been successful using an alternative 
self-managed VMS approach, where the client is trained and then operates the VMS and sourcing suppliers on its 
own.  Alternatively they may choose to use a single on-site sourcing supplier to handle all of their contingent work-
force sourcing. At BOWEN we endorse the use of VMS solutions to enable a consolidated approach to contingent 
workforce data management, but are far less convinced of the value of third-party MSP providers. If they are to be 
used instead of the alternative options we suggest below, it is critical that MSP selection, implementation design, 
integration and management processes are chosen and executed with care and with clear line of sight to their 
long-term implications—this paper is intended to help on that front.  

When corporations use a third-party MSP to manage the VMS system and external sourcing providers, they must 
consider how to pay for the service. MSP funding models include:

1. Client-funded, with the client paying for the cost of the MSP 

2. Sourcing vendor funded, where the MSP takes a portion of all sourcing vendors’ service fees to cover the MSP’s 
costs and profit margin

3. Hybrid, with both the corporate client and sourcing vendors contributing to the cost of the MSP

When determining which approach is best for your organization, it’s important to consider the cost impacts 
throughout the workforce sourcing and management supply chain. Although many MSPs advocate for a sourcing 
vendor funded approach, this can create unintended negative consequences, as explained below, if the client, MSP 
and sourcing vendor cost impacts are not carefully managed.  Keep in mind too, that contingent worker sourcing 
suppliers may also be funding your VMS and that their contribution to MSP funding on top of this further taxes 
their business models.  



 Determining whether an MSP is right  
for your Canadian organization

Sometimes, a Canadian organization engages an MSP as part of a global corporate change in workforce manage-
ment. In other cases, Canadian organizations independently evaluate and choose an MSP. Regardless of the impe-
tus, there are several key factors to consider before implementing an MSP.

1. What do we hope to achieve by adding an MSP into the supply chain? Typically organizations use an MSP to 
reduce their contingent workforce costs—the direct pay and benefits costs, and the costs of sourcing, adminis-
tering and managing these human resources. Some of these savings will come from better analysing contingent 
workforce data and applying best practices to reduce contingent worker rate discrepancies and contingent worker 
use. In a sourcing vendor funded approach, additional savings will come from reducing the number of sourcing 
vendors as well as applying a vendor deduction from sourcing vendor placement and contingent workforce man-
agement services. In this approach, it’s very important to regularly evaluate true cost changes for the client organi-
zation, MSP and sourcing vendors to ensure the MSP is held to the same degree of cost-efficiency standards as the 
sourcing suppliers. If this isn’t the case, your organization could potentially see negative long-term effects of both 
“in demand” skilled contractors and highly capable sourcing suppliers migrating away from your business to more 
profitable alternatives.

2. Are there more attractive alternatives to improving contingent workforce data analytics and decision-making 
than MSPs?  As human resource management becomes more data-driven, you may prefer to develop these skills in-
house. If, like many project-driven resource firms, a high portion of your workforce is contingent you may choose 
to develop competency within your internal human team department to understand and utilize data. Alternatively, 
you may have sourcing partnerships with vendors such as BOWEN that can conduct confidential analyses of your 
contingent workforce data, help identify contingent workforce hours and rates discrepancies, reclassification risks, 
inappropriate and inconsistent contract terms and conditions, and unnecessary expenses. Working in partnership 
with existing vendors allows sourcing vendors to work directly with hiring managers, where appropriate, to help 
them consider and implement contingent workforce solutions that meet their operational needs along with the 
company’s overall cost and risk management objectives.

Another alternative to bringing in an MSP would be to consolidate your employer of record and contingent worker 
sourcing suppliers to a small number, or even a sole provider, to increase process efficiencies and achieve volume 
discounts. This sort of approach allows for many of the same changes to sourcing vendor compensation that an 
MSP might achieve while flowing those cost reductions back into your organization rather than to funding the 
MSP’s business.  As well, this alternative approach is far more likely to build key contingent workforce supplier part-
nership with your organization than one which inserts a third-party between you and your sourcing suppliers.   

3. What are the likely positive and negative impacts of applying an enterprise-wide model of contingent work-
force management within Canadian operations?  By carefully identifying all the contingent workers within the 
organization (including temp workers, longer-term contractors, independent contractors and consultants), the roles 
they’re filling, and their locations you’ll get a more complete picture of the stakeholders and operations involved. 
This analysis will help you examine the reasons for using contingent workers and weigh the advantages and disad-
vantages of implementing a new MSP process. Rather than replacing the existing sourcing and management ap-
proach, you may discover that improving your current approach could solve existing co-employment risk concerns 
or similar role payment discrepancies.



 MSP program design

If it’s deemed appropriate to add an MSP to your contingent workforce sourcing and management process, it’s 
important to consider key Canadian-specific factors in designing the MSP program and how to maximize candidate 
and work team success within the often competitive Canadian labour markets.  

1. Ensure appropriate information flows to the sourcing vendor to deliver the best fit and quality of candidate. 
While some MSPs advocate no contact between hiring manager and sourcing vendor, this practice is likely to 
decrease the likelihood of obtaining the right fit and quality candidate. Conversely, by collaborating and provid-
ing salary information to the sourcing vendor and giving them the opportunity to seek performance feedback on 
placed candidates (even if only at the end of their assignment), you will help ensure quality selections. “No contact” 
restrictions can also drive hiring managers to circumvent the internal sourcing approach and rely only on a limited 
pool of personal contacts, which negates the value of engaging with broadly connected, efficient, labor-law-savvy 
external sourcing vendors in the first place. Ensuring you design your MSP program and its regulations with a bal-
anced approach to interaction, communication and service metrics is critical to the long-term success of your 
contingent workforce sourcing and management process.

2. Ensure Canadian labour standards are built into the system.  In Canada, for instance, it’s common practice to 
pay temporary workers a percent of salary top-up to cover statutory holiday pay. The default approach for some 
MSPs is to disallow any statutory pay unless the individual works on that particular date. Likewise, overtime pay 
rules applied by US-based MSPs are not necessarily appropriate to local working conditions. In some cases, over-
looked pay and benefits default rules means sourcing vendors that provide employer of record payment services 
have to absorb cost overages (not to mention reformatting and recalculating pay before paying their contingent 
workers), create disgruntled contingent workers and leave client organizations off-side in their application of Cana-
dian Labour Standards.  

3. Consider impacts on the treasury services provided by your current sourcing suppliers that also provide contin-
gent workforce management services in the form of payroll and benefits administration. Currently, these suppliers 
are meeting certain timeframes for payment of the contracts for whom they are employer of record. These time-
frames may or may not align with the timing of your payment to the suppliers. By adding an MSP through which 
contingent workforce management provider need to submit pay and expense information, you may be length-
ening the payment cycle from your organizations to the MSP that pays the contingent workforce management 
provider. Lengthening this process can disrupt both the timing of contingent worker payment and internal finances 
of contingent workforce management suppliers.

4. Determine how you will handle employer of record services. Many MSPs aim to take over providing employer of 
record services (and pay processing) for your contingent workers to capture additional payment processing profit 
margin.  Likewise, MSPs may advocate for the creation of a proprietary internal database of all contingent workers 
who’ve completed any term of work for your organization. By doing so, they create a database of workers they can 
search for your future contingent worker placements, negating the need for a sourcing vendor. Be cognizant that 
both of these approaches reduce the compensation to your sourcing vendors for the work they do for you sourc-
ing and managing contingent workers. While that may appear to be a cost savings, it may in fact just shift money 
for the sourcing vendor to the MSP. This, plus the fees the sourcing vendors are likely already paying to fund your 
MSP could mean your valued sourcing vendor views you as less attractive than your competitors that don’t use 
MSPs, eroding the attractiveness of working with you in the long-run.     



5. When selecting and designing an MSP program, involve your workforce supplier community, especially if they 
are expected to subsidize MSP operating costs. The 2007 “Standards and Best Practices to Support Organizations 
in Managing Their Contingent Workforces” sponsored by Human Capital Institute on behalf of the MSP / VMS 
Standards Board clearly states that performance metrics for both sourcing vendors and the MSP should be defined, 
and if there are not sourcing vendor savings to offset the cost of contributing to the cost of the MSP operations, 
the funding model should be reconsidered. 

6. When establishing the “rules of operation,” roles and deliverables for all parties consider the MSP industry 
objectives. The MSP industry states it wants to provide an “Outsourced solution for overall management of their 
(corporate clients) contingent workforce.” Ultimately, this includes “requisition, sourcing, evaluation, engagement, 
management and payroll processes for contingent workers, but not necessarily the recruitment of those specific 
resources” and which “may also include quality management and performance management of workforce supplier 
community (enrollment, KPIs, compliance, contract mgmt., etc.)”  Given this wide-ranging objective of most MSPs, 
it’s crucial to carefully oversee the design and execution of your MSP program to ensure long-term success in the 
sourcing and management of your contingent workforce.

 Integrating an MSP into your organization

One of the most important steps you can take to successfully integrate an MSP into your organization is to involve 
a steering committee of client stakeholders, including hiring managers, external sourcing and other vendors who 
will interact with the MSP.  Other critical elements include ensuring a comprehensive change management pro-
gram that clearly and honestly shares the program objectives and both positive, and negative, implications for all 
stakeholders. Keeping internal human resource leaders involved and accessible to feedback throughout the process 
increases the probability you will have a smooth implementation. Develop a process to hear concerns and sugges-
tions and use the feedback to fine tune the implementation. Finding ways to maintain flexibility in sourcing and 
managing contingent workers in Canada makes better business sense that force-fitting requirements imported 
from other jurisdictions.

 Managing for success 

Once the MSP provider is in place and new contingent worker sourcing and management rules and procedures 
have taken effect, don’t neglect the system you’ve set up. Change takes time and no process is perfect from ‘day 
one.’ Conduct regular formal measurements of the hiring manager, contingent worker, sourcing and contingent 
workforce management vendor, MSP and other key stakeholders. And follow each review—twice in the first year 
and annually after that—with plans for improvement and issue resolution. Where external suppliers and/or hiring 
managers are asked to pay for the cost of the MSP (in part or wholly) they should be directly involved in reviewing 
the MSP, workforce supplier vendors cost changes, roles, and performance. Where implementation has not met 
expectation or where issues are evident, take a team-based approach to consider alternatives. Solicit input from 
both internal and external stakeholders to help the client steering committee or contingent workforce program 
office make an informed final decision. By taking an inclusive, collaborative approach to determining whether to 
acquire an MSP and then designing, implementing and managing the program together, your contingent workforce 
can continue to provide a strategic advantage to your organization. 

Please contact us at 403-262-1156 to discuss your situation. We are happy to offer our insights and give you a 
complementary overview of our contingent workforce data analytics pilot program.
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